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' into tile house, put a screen before it, with branches of the
' limb tree, and having mixed ass's dung and cow's urine
' with limb leaves, put this into an earthen vessel, into which
4 each of them, as they had occasion to return into the house,
 *	dipped their feet, so as to moisten the big toe of the right
4 foot    If neighbour or relation or other visitor came, the same
' purification had to be gone through    The reason was this,
' that whoever attends a person who is sick with small-pox
" must not allow the shadow of another person to fall upon
 *	himself, but if he dips his foot as described the ill effect is
' avoided    The shadow of a woman at the time of menstrua-
' tion, or of one cohabiting with her husband, is also injurious—
' as is that of a man who is newly bathedx   What objection
' there can be to this last, I do not understand    Each person
' belonging to the house keeps beside him a bunch of limb
' leaves, to avert the ill effect produced by the shadow of an
' unclean person falling on him     All these precautions had
' been duly observed by my neighbours    As the days went on
' the disease also increased     A learned Brahmin was then
' called in, who read the " Seetula Stotra ", which is contained
' m the " Roodrayamul "     It consists of praises of Seetula,
' among which are these —that she is naked, seated on a
' donkey, wearing a broken winnowing fan on her head, with the
' pad of a water vessel in one hand and a besom in the other, and
' that she is of the Chundal caste   At the end of such equivoijal
 *	praises as these, the book continues,—" O' great Devee' you
' are the mother of the world, Brumha, Vishnoo, Muha Dov,
' Indra, and the other  gods, worship  you  continually      I
' therefore entreat you to heal this child "   Such praises they
' caused to be read, and, to please Seetula, they fed a donkey
' with grass and cakes of wheat    Notwithstanding all this, the
' disease went on increasing   They now had recourse to vows,
' and promised that if the child recovered, they would give
' its weight in coarse sugar to Brahmins, and also the same
' weight of dates    Every hour they made some new vow or
' other ,—as, for instance, that they would take the child to
1 [Bathing being a mode of removing tabu, probably it is believed
that a certain time must elapse before the pollution is completely
dispersed ]
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